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I. Introduction 

This document provides details on the input required for simulating a transit network in 

BusMezzo, and the generated outputs. For further details on Mezzo and the input/output 

files not described in this document, please use the Mezzo file format guide as a 

complementary guide.  

 

The input required for BusMezzo can be classified into six clusters: 

1. Fundamental network – the basic layer of nodes and links that typically correspond to 

roads, railways and intersections. The main input at this level is concerned with the 

network configuration, speed-density function and turning movements at 

intersections. The input files of Mezzo provide further description of these inputs.  

2. Transit routes – the list of transit routes in terms of links. 

3. Transit network – contains information on transit stops, lines and trips. It includes the 

characteristics of each stop and the distances between stops. Lines are defined in 

terms of stops and the time-table can be given in various formats. Moreover, travel 

disruptions can be defined. 

4. Transit fleet – provided information on the vehicles and the chain of trips that each 

of them has to carry out. This input includes information on various vehicle types and 

their respective attributes as well as the definition of dwell time functions. 

5. Transit demand – defines the demand level at different locations and time periods. 

Passenger demand can be given in various formats depending on the level of 

representation.  

6. Transit-related parameters – a set of parameters have to be indicated for 

undertaking the dynamic route choice modelling. This set includes parameters for the 

choice-set generation model and the choice model. Furthermore, objective function 

weights can be specified for external optimization procedures. 
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The following table summarizes the input data requirements – the list of input files and the 

corresponding blocks of data. As can be seen there are four transit-related input files. 

File Blocks/ Sections 

Mezzo input files See Mezzo input files guide 

A. transit_routes.dat 1 Routes 

B. transit_network.dat 1 Stops 

2 Stops distances 

B.3 Walking times between stops 

4 Lines 

5 Trips 

6 Travel time disruptions 

C. transit_fleet.dat 1 Dwell time functions 

0 Vehicle types 

3 Vehicle scheduling 

D. transit_demand.dat 1 Passenger rates 

E. parameters.dat 1 Transit demand parameters  

2 Transit control parameters 

0 Iterative learning parameters 

 

Within each input/output file, a section has to be declared with the respective title followed 

by the number of elements defined and the list of elements with the required information. 

The exact format for each section is given according to their order in the file. The 

description of each section includes a general presentation with the definition of each 

element, followed by an example.
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II. Input files 

A. transit_routes.dat 

 Routes 1.

The definition of bus routes, in terms of links, has the following form: 

{ Route_ID    Origin_ID   Destination_ID  

  Number_of_Links { Link_ID1   Link_ID2   …  }  

} 

Where: 

Route_ID A unique identification number Integer 

Origin_ID, 

Destination_ID 

The ID of a node in the network that corresponds to 

an origin/destination 

Integer 

Number_of_Links The number of links on this route Integer 

Link_ID An ID of a link in the network Integer 

Example: 

routes: 3 

{ 1   1   2  

  7 { 1   2   3   4   5   6   7 }  

} 

{ 2   3   4  

  8 {8   9   10   4   11   12   13   14 }  

} 

… 
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B. transit_network.dat 
This file contains all input regarding the main transit network elements: stops, lines, trips 

schedule and walking distances between stops.  

 Stops 1.

This section defined the physical characteristics of each stop. The definition of stops has the 

following form: 

{ Stop_ID   Stop_name   Link_ID   Position   Length   Type 

  Can_overtake?   Min_Dwell_time   RTI_level Gate_flag } 

Where: 

Stop_ID A unique identification number Integer 

Stop_name A descriptive name (NOTE: must be a single string, 

no spaces) 

String 

Link_ID The identification number of the link on which the 

stop is located 

Integer 

Position The position of the stop, as distance in meters from 

the upstream node 

Double 

Length The available space in the stop, in meters Double 

Type 0 for in-lane stop and 1 for bay stop Binary 

Can_overtake? 0 for not having the possibility to overtake another 

bus at stop; 1 – otherwise. 

Binary 

Minimum dwell time Additional minimum dwell time for this particular 

stop (in seconds)  

Double 

Real-time information 

level 

The level of information available for travellers at 

this stop (see ‘Transit demand parameters’) 

Integer 

Gate_flag 1 if node represents a "gate", and 0 otherwise. 

A gate is a node representing one or multiple stops 

outside the area of interest. They are needed to 

load (or unload) transit services that also serve un-

modelled stops before and/or after they reach the 

Binary 
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modelled area. If set to 1, travellers originating 

from node are generated based on the schedule of 

transit line serving that gate, so as not to introduce 

artificial waiting times. By convention, gates are 

only associated with one transit line. See also 

section E. 

Example: 

stops: 15 

{ 1   Odenplan   181   10.0   16.0   1   0   15.0   1    0 } 

{ 2   Slussen    37    28.7   12.0   0   1   0.0    0    0 }
  

… 

 Stops distances 2.

In case of a detailed passenger demand modelling (demand format 3, see section D), 

distances between stops are important for path choice decisions. Otherwise, this input 

section is not included in the input file. 

Information regarding stop distances can be given in two different formats:  

1. Vectors at the stop-level 

2. Matrices for sets of stops 

The corresponding format code has to be specified in the beginning of the section as 

presented in the following examples. In all cases, distances need to be specified only 

introducing a walking option assuming that the connection between all other pairs of stops 

is impossible. 

 Vectors at the stop-level (format 1) B.2.1

The distance between a pair of stops has to be given only once, through specifying walking 

distances for a given stop, using the following format: 

{   Stop_ID   Nr_connections  

{ Connected_Stop_ID1   Distance} 

 { Connected_Stop_ID2   Distance} 

… 

} 

Where: 
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Nr_connections The number of connected stops Integer 

Distance The distance between Stop_ID and 

Connected_Stop_ID in meters 

Double 

Example: 

stops_distances: 10 

format: 1 

{   1   4 

   {   2   200   } 

   {   3   125   } 

   … 

} 

… 

 Matrices for sets of stops (format 2) B.2.2

The distance between a pair of stops has to be given only once, through specifying walking 

distances for a given stop, using the following format: 

{ Hub_name  Nr_stops { Stop_ID1   Stop_ID2   … } 

      {   DistanceID1-ID1   DistanceID1-ID2   DistanceID1-ID3 …  

  DistanceID2-ID1   DistanceID2-ID2   DistanceID2-ID3  … 

     …     …    …       … } 

 } 

The advantage of this format is that the walking distances are presented in a more tractable 

fashion. However, it requires the coding of redundant information (zero walking distance for 

the diagonal and normally symmetric walking distances between each pair of stops). 

Where: 

Hub_name Name of hub (as opposed to individual bus 

shelter/platform) 

String 

Nr_stops The number of stops listed in this distance matrix Integer 

Distance The distance between a pair of stops in a matrix 

format 

Double 

Example: 

stops_distances: 5 

format: 2 
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{ Gamla_stan   4 { 1       2      3       4 } 

            {  0     200     50     100    

              200       0    150      50 

                50     150      0      75    

              100       0     75       0 } 

} 

… 
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 Walking times between stops 3.

In case of a detailed passenger demand modelling (demand format 3, see section D), the 

connectivity of stops by walking is important for path choice decisions, as well as for 

computing the actual travel times. In addition to distance in space (preceding section), 

distance may also be specified in time, i.e., by means of walking times between stops. This is 

optional, and never replaces the specification of walking distances in space (see below). 

Walking time distributions are described by their quantiles. As compared to a parametric 

description of distributions, this allows the specification of general distributions, and in 

particular of distributions that are bounded and asymmetric. 

Quantiles are defined as follows. The k-th quantile of a set of walking times divides them so 

that k % of the walking times lie below and (100 − k)% of the walking times lie above. The 

number of quantiles, and their position, can be chosen freely. By convention it is assumed 

that quantiles are sorted in increasing order. 

Importantly, walking time distributions are not assumed to be symmetric in the sense that 

walking from A to B may be associated with different walking times than walking from B to 

A. Likewise, walking time distributions may depend on time, and thus the time interval for 

their validity has to be specified. The latter is mostly included for flexibility in future 

extensions, and for most cases of limited importance, unless very serious crowding occurs. 

Internally, walking times are drawn from the specified distribution by generating a random 

quantile k, and by using linear interpolation between the two nearest quantiles to estimate 

the corresponding walking time. This represents a common approach that is widely 

documented online. 

If for a given pair of stops and time no corresponding specification of the walking time 

distribution is available, walking times are estimated based on walking distances by 

assuming a Gaussian walking time distribution (see section E). Walking distances are also 

used for the route choice set generation, as well as for traveller decisions. For this reason, it 

is essential to provide walking time distances for all pairs of stops, except those for which 

walking is considered infeasible. For consistency, the walking distance between a pair of 

stops should correspond to the expected walking time. This may be achieved by obtaining 
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the (expected) walking distance estimate and the walking time distributions from the same 

walking model, or by a careful manual specification. 

The format of walking time distributions is as shown in the following, preceded by a line 

indicating the number of provided distributions (e.g. stops_walking_times = 2). 

{ orig_stop_name  dest_stop_name time_interval_start 
time_interval_end num_quantiles 

{ quantile_1 quantile_2 quantile_3 … } 

{ walking_time_1 walking_time_2 walking_time_3 … } 

 } 

 

Where: 

stops_walking_times Number of distributions of walking times 

provided. 

Integer 

orig_stop_name Name of the origin bus stop. String 

dest_stop_name Name of the destination bus stop. String 

time_interval_start Start of the time interval for which the walking 

time distribution is valid (in seconds since start of 

simulation). 

Double 

time_interval_end End of the time interval for which the walking 

time distribution is valid (in seconds since start of 

simulation). 

Double 

num_quantiles Number of quantiles provided. Integer 

quantile_1  … Ordered list of quantiles, separated by blank 

spaces. 

Array of 

Doubles 

walking_time_1  … Ordered list of walking times corresponding to 

the aforementioned quantiles, separated by 

blank spaces. 

Array of 

Doubles 

 

Example: 

stops_walking_times: 5 

{ stopA stopB 200.1 3000 4 
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           { 0  33.3  66.6  100 }    

           { 78.2  99.2  152.1  202.1 }    

} 

… 

 

 Lines 4.

Lines are defined by an OD pair, route in terms of links, a sequence of bus stops and a sub-

set of time point stops. The definition of bus lines has the following form: 

{ Line_ID   Opposing_Line_ID   Line_Name    

   Origin_ID   Destination_ID   Route_ID   Vehicle_Type_ID    

    Holding_Strategy   Max_Holding   Initial_Occupancy_per_Stop      

     Initial_Occupancy_Nr_Stops    

  Nr_of_Stops         { Stop_ID1         Stop_ID2       …  }    

  Nr_of_Time_Points   { Time_Point_ID1   Time_PointID2  …  } 

} 

Where: 

Line_ID A unique identification number Integer 

Opposing_Line_ID The identification number of the line that 

indicates the opposite direction. Relevant only 

when modelling passenger route choice 

(otherwise can be an arbitrary value) 

Integer 

Line_Name A descriptive name String 

Origin_ID The ID of the origin node Integer 

Destination_ID The ID of the destination node Integer 

Route_ID The ID of the bus route Integer 

Vehicle_Type_ID The ID of the required bus vehicle type  Integer 

Holding_Strategy Indicates the type of holding strategy:  

0 - No holding; 

1 - Headway from preceding bus;  

2 - Schedule based (no slack); 

3 - Headway from the bus behind;  

Integer 
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4 - Mean headway between bus in front and bus 

behind;  

5 - Strategy 4 with max. holding time up to the 

planned headway; 

6 - Strategy 4 with max. holding time specified in 

absolute terms; 

9 - Rule-based headway-based control with 

passenger load to boarding ratio. Basically 

strategy 5 but subtracting a passenger ratio term 

Max_Holding Max holding time in terms of ratio to planned 

headway in case of holding strategies 1, 3, 5 or 9 

OR in absolute terms [sec] in case of holding 

strategy 6. 

Double 

Initial_Occupancy_per_Stop Average number of passengers that are on-board 

per prior upstream stops (scale of a Gamma 

distribution) 

Double 

Initial_Occupancy_Nr_Stops Number of prior upstream stops resulting with 

initial occupancy(shape of a Gamma distribution) 

Integer 

Nr_of_Stops Number of stops on bus line’s route Integer 

Stop_ID IDs of stops according to their sequence along the 

route 

Integer 

Nr_of_Time_Points Number of time point stops on bus line’s route Integer 

Time_Point_ID IDs of time point stops according to their 

sequence along the route 

Integer 

Example: 

lines: 3 

{ 1   999   Cross_city   1   2   1   1   2   3    0   0      

6 { 1   2   3   4   5   6 }  

1 { 4 }  

} 

{ 2   999   BRT_1   3   4   2   1   1   0.8   0   0  

5 { 7   8   4   9   10 } 
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2 { 8   9 }  

} 

{ 3  999   Deadheading   6   7   3   1   0   0   0   0    

2 { 6   7 } 

0 { } 

} 

 Lines with transfers between two lines (Under development!) B.4.1

In the case where one wishes to model the coordination of transfers between two lines (see 

transfer_sync in transit_control parameters, section E.2), each line definition may also 

include the line ID of a connecting line to coordinate transfers with. When coordinating 

transfers with another line, a subset of the bus-stops on the line may also be defined as 

transfer stops. Currently it is assumed that these stops also exist and have the same line ID 

on the connecting line. A line ID of ‘0’ for the connecting line may also be used if no transfers 

are being coordinated. In this case no transfer stops are defined. With ‘transfer_sync:= 1’ in 

parameters.dat the line definition takes the following form: 

{ Line_ID   Opposing_Line_ID   Line_Name    

   Origin_ID   Destination_ID   Route_ID   Vehicle_Type_ID    

    Holding_Strategy   Holding_Ratio   Initial_Occupancy_per_Stop      

     Initial_Occupancy_Nr_Stops   Tr_Line_ID 

  Nr_of_Stops         { Stop_ID1         Stop_ID2       …  }    

  Nr_of_Time_Points   { Time_Point_ID1   Time_PointID2  …  } 

 Nr_Tr_Stops { Tr_Stop_ID1      Tr_Stop_ID2    …  } 

} 

Where: 

Tr_Line_ID ID of connecting line to coordinate transfers with.  

0 if line is not coordinating transfers with another line (Note: no 

transfer stops need to be defined in this case) 

Integer 

Nr_Tr_Stops Number of transfer stops on the bus line’s route Integer 

Tr_Stop_ID IDs of transfer stops according to their sequence along the route Integer 

Example: 

lines: 2 

{ 1   999   Transferring   1   2   1   1   2   3    0   0   2      

6 { 1   2   3   4   5   6 }  
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1 { 4 } 

2 { 4   5 }  

} 

{ 2   999   Connecting   3   4   2   1   1   0.8   0   0   0 

5 { 4   5   6   7   8 } 

2 { 5   8 }  

} 

 Lines with transfers between multiple lines (Under development!) B.4.2

In the case where one wishes to model the coordination of transfers between multiple lines 

(for holding strategy 10), each line definition may also include the number of lines to 

coordinate transfers with. When coordinating transfers with another line, a subset of the 

bus-stops on the line may also be defined as transfer stops, and a set of the bus-stops on the 

coordinated lines may be defined. Currently it is assumed that these stops also exist and 

have the same line ID on the connecting line. A line ID of ‘0’ for the connecting line may also 

be used if no transfers are being coordinated. In this case no transfer stops are defined. With 

‘transfer_sync:= 1’ in parameters.dat the line definition takes the following form: 

{ Line_ID   Opposing_Line_ID   Line_Name    

   Origin_ID   Destination_ID   Route_ID   Vehicle_Type_ID    

    Holding_Strategy   Holding_Ratio   Initial_Occupancy_per_Stop      

     Initial_Occupancy_Nr_Stops   Num_Tran_Sync 

  Nr_of_Stops         { Stop_ID1         Stop_ID2       …  }    

  Nr_of_Time_Points   { Time_Point_ID1   Time_PointID2  …  } 

 Nr_Tr_Stops { Tr_Stop_ID1      Tr_Stop_ID2    …  } 

 { Tr_Line_ID1   Nr_Sync_Stops { Tr_ID1      Tr_ID2    …  } 

   Tr_Line_ID2   Nr_Sync_Stops { Tr_ID1      Tr_ID2    …  } 

 } 

} 

Where: 

Num_Tran_Sync Number of lines to coordinate transfers (0 if line is not 

coordinating transfers with another line) 

Integer 

Nr_Tr_Stops Number of transfer stops on the bus line’s route Integer 

Tr_Stop_ID IDs of transfer stops according to their sequence along the 

route 

Integer 
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Tr_Line_ID ID of connecting line to coordinate transfers with in case 

Num_Tran_Sync >0.  

Integer 

Nr_Sync_Stops Number of transfer stops on the bus line’s route to 

synchronize with  

Integer 

Tr_ID IDs of transfer stops according to their sequence along the 

route 

Integer 

Example: 

lines: 3      
      
      
      
      
      
      
   

{ 1 11 Transferring   777  198 1 1 10 0.8 0  0  2 
   

 6 { 1 2 14 16 17 18 }  

 3 { 1 2 18 }    
 3 { 14 16 17 } 

 { { 2 3 { 14 16 17} } { 3 2 { 16 17 } } 

}      
       

{ 2 22 Connecting   888  999 1 1 10 0.8 0  0  0 
  

 7 { 5 6 14 16 17 20 22 }  

 5 { 6 14 16 17 20 } 

} 

 Trips 5.

Trips contain the time-table information. Information regarding trips can be given in several 

forms in order to simplify input requirements in case of a systematic time-table structure. 

Currently, three different formats are supported: (1) complete time-table, (2) fixed intervals 

between stops with time-dependent headways and (3) fixed intervals between stops with 

fixed headway. The corresponding format code has to be specified in the beginning of the 

section as presented in the following examples. 

 Complete time-table (format 1) B.5.1

The definition of bus trips may have the following form: 
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{ Trip_ID   Line_ID   Dispatching_Time   Nr_of_Stops  

{ Stop_ID1   Departure_Time } 

{ Stop_ID2   Departure_Time } 

{   …           …       } 

} 

Where: 

Trip_ID A unique identification number Integer 

Dispatching_Time Scheduled dispatching time from origin terminal, in 

seconds from the beginning of the simulation 

Double 

Departure_Time Scheduled departure time from bus stop, in seconds from 

the beginning of the simulation 

Double 

 

Example: 

trips: 25 

format: 1 

{ 1   1   0.0   12  

 { 1   20.0  } 

 { 2   120.0 } 

… 

} 

… 
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 Fixed intervals between stops with time-dependent headways (format 2) B.5.2

The second format assumes that scheduled time intervals between stops are the same 

during simulation time and therefore can be provided once along the list of dispatching 

simulation clock times. Please note that for this format the number of trips (i.e., ‘trips: n’) 

in the beginning of the section actually indicates the number of lines. 

The format is as follows: 

{ Line_ID    

    Nr_of_Stops { Delta_Time1   Delta_Time 2   … } 

    Nr_Trips    { Dispatching_time1   Dispatching_time2   …  } 

} 

Where: 

Delta_Time Scheduled time between sequential stops (for the first stop has to 

be zero) 

Double 

Nr_Trips Number of trips to be scheduled Integer 

 

Example: 

trips: 14 

format: 2 

{ 1    

   4 { 0   120.0   260.0   180.0 } 

   3 { 180.0   480.0   1080.0 } 

} 

… 
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 Fixed intervals between stops with fixed headway (format 3) B.5.3

The third format is suitable when scheduled time intervals between stops are the same 

during simulation time and the scheduled headway between sequential trips of the same 

line are fixed. As for the previous format, the number of trips given in the beginning of this 

section actually indicates the number of lines.  

The format is as follows: 

{ Line_ID    

    Nr_of_Stops { Delta_Time1   Delta_Time2   … } 

    First_Dispatching_Time   Scheduled_Headway   Nr_Trips 

} 

Where: 

First_Dispatching_Time The simulation clock time for the first dispatching of 

this line 

Double 

Scheduled_Headway The fixed scheduled headway for this line (in seconds) Double 

 

Example: 

trips: 14 

format: 3 

{ 1    

   4 { 0   120.0   260.0   180.0 } 

   180.0   300.0   6  

   … 

} 

… 

 

Note: In case formats 2 or 3 are been used, the simulation assigns trip identification 

numbers automatically, based on the following enumeration rule: 

Trip_ID = Line_ID * 100 + Nr_Trip_on_this_Line 

For example, the trips generated on the third format example will be numbered 101-106 

(since Line_ID = 1 and Nr_Trips = 6). This coding will be used in the output files. 
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 Travel-time disruptions 6.

A service disruption that affects travel times can be modelled by introducing a traffic 

incident or modifying the exogenous travel time distribution on the respective servers. 

This section gives an input on the information provided to passenger in case of 

disruption and real-time information provision.  

{ Line_ID   Start_Stop_ID   End_Stop_ID   Start_Time   End_Time 

   Capacity_Reduction } 

Where: 

Line_ID The ID of the line (the normal line number) that 

exercise the disruption 

Integer 

Start_Stop_ID The stop where the disruption starts Integer 

End_Stop_ID The stop where the disruption ends Integer 

Start_Time The simulation clock time when the disruption starts Double 

End_Time The simulation clock time when the disruption ends Double 

Capacity_Reduction

  

The percentage reduction in link capacity on the links 

between Start_Stop_ID and End_Stop_ID (a full 

breakdown = 1.0) 

Double 

 

Example: 

travel_time_disruptions: 1 

{ 13 1302 1305 900 1500 0.3 } 
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C. transit_fleet.dat 

 Dwell time functions 1.

This section defines the structure of dwell time functions and specifies their respective 

coefficient values. Currently, the following dwell time function types are defined in 

BusMezzo: 

 Type 11 - Linear function of boarding and alighting passengers 

 Type 12 - Linear function of boarding and alighting passengers plus a non-linear 

crowding affect based on Weidmann 

 Type 13 - Max (boarding, alighting)  

 Type 14 - Max (boarding, alighting) plus a non-linear crowding affect based on 

Weidmann 

 Type 21 - TCRP dwell time function (max doors with crowding, boarding from front 

door, alighting from both doors) 

 Type 22 - TCRP dwell time function (max doors with crowding, boarding from x doors, 

alighting from y doors) 

All dwell time functions also contain a constant delay component as well as the option to 

have a bay stop extra delay and a fixed delay added in case the stop is occupied when the 

vehicle enters the stop. 

 Basic dwell time function (type 11, 12, 13 & 14) C.1.1

The definition of a dwell time function has the following form: 

{ Dwell_time_function_ID   Dwell_time_function_form    

   Dwell_constant   Boarding_coefficient   Alighting_coefficient 

    Dwell_STD   Bay_coefficient   Over_stop_capacity_coefficient } 

Where: 

Dwell_time_function_ID A unique identification number Integer 

Dwell_time_function_form An indicator of function type Integer 

Dwell_constant A constant part of the dwell-time function Double 

Boarding_coefficient The marginal delay per boarding passenger Double 
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Alighting_coefficient The marginal delay per alighting passenger Double 

Dwell_STD The standard deviation of the error term Double 

Bay_coefficient An extra delay in case the stop is a bay stop Double 

Over_stop_capacity_coefficient An extra delay in case the stop is occupied 

when the vehicle enters it 

Double 

Example: 

dwell_time_functions: 2 

{ 1   12   3.0   2.0   1.0   2.0   0.0   2.0 } 

{ 2   11   5.0   1.5   0.5   1.0   2.0   0.5 }  
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 TCRP dwell time functions (type 21 & 22) C.1.2

In case of dwell time function of type 21 (TCRP) then two extra parameters are required: 

{ Dwell_time_function_ID Dwell_time_function_form    

   Dwell_constant   Boarding_coefficient   Alighting_coefficient    

    Dwell_STD    

     Share_alighting_front_door   Crowdedness_standing_factor    

      Bay_coefficient   Over_stop_capacity_coefficient } 

Share_alighting_front_door The share of passengers that alight from the 

front door 

Double 

[0,1] 

Crowdedness_standing_factor An extra delay in case passenger load exceeds 

the number of seats per boarding passenger 

Double 

 

For type 22 (type 21 but with x boarding doors and y alighting doors), an additional two 

parameters are required: 

{ Dwell_time_function_ID Dwell_time_function_form    

   Dwell_constant   Boarding_coefficient   Alighting_coefficient    

    Dwell_STD Bay_coefficient   Over_stop_capacity_coefficient  

    Number_boarding_doors   Number_alighting_doors    

     Share_alighting_front_door   Crowdedness_standing_factor} 

 
Number_boarding_doors Number of doors available to passengers for 

boarding 

Integer 

Number_alighting_doors Number of doors available to passengers for alighting Integer 

 
Example: 

dwell_time_functions: 3 

{ 1   12   3.0   2.0   1.0   2.0   0.0   2.0 } 

{ 2   21   5.0   1.5   0.5   1.0   0.2   0.5   2.0   0.5 } 

{ 3   22   2.0   2.0   1.0   1.0   2   2   0.2   0.5   0.0   0.5 } 
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 Vehicle types 2.

This section defines the physical characteristics of each bus type. The definition of each bus 

type has the following form: 

{ Vehicle_Type_ID   Vehicle_Type_Name   Length   Nr_of_Seats 

   Capacity   Dwell_time_function_ID } 

Where: 

Vehicle_Type_ID A unique identification number Integer 

Vehicle_Type_Name A descriptive name String 

Length Vehicle’s length in meters Double 

Nr_of_Seats Number of seats in this vehicle type Integer 

Capacity Maximum possible occupancy (both sitting and 

standing) 

Integer 

Dwell_time_function_ID See section 1 description Integer 

Example: 

vehicle_types: 2 

{ 1   Urban_low_floor   12.0   32   65   1 }  

{ 2   Urban_articulated   18.0   45   90   2 } 
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 Vehicle scheduling 3.

This section stores the driving roster information. The definition of vehicle scheduling has 

the following form: 

{ Vehicle_ID   Vehicle_Type_ID    

   Number_of_Trips { Trip_ID1   Trip_ID2   … } 

} 

Where: 

Vehicle_ID A unique identification number Integer 

Number_of_Trips The number of chained trips on vehicle’s schedule Integer 

Example: 

vehicle_scheduling: 12 

{ 1   2    

   3 { 101   107   116 } 

} 

{ 2   1 

   2 { 202   215 } 

} 

… 
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D. transit_demand.dat 

 Passenger rates 1.

Passenger demand data can be given in several forms, depending on the desired level of 

demand representation and the available data. The different passenger demand formats 

determine the demand modelling in the simulation. The corresponding format code has to 

be specified in the beginning of the section as presented in the following example, as well as 

in the parameters file (see “Transit demand parameters”, section E.1). 

Currently, the following passenger demand formats are defined in BusMezzo: 

 Format 1 - passenger arrival rate and alighting fraction per line and stop 

combination 

 Format 10 - same as format 1 but with time-dependent passenger demand 

 Format 2 - passenger arrival rate per line, origin stop and destination stop 

combination 

 Format 3 - passenger arrival rate per OD in terms of stops (no path is pre-

determined)  

 Boarding and alighting vector per line and stop combination (flat & D.1.1
time-dependent, format 1 & 10) 

The definition of passenger demand by arrival rate and alighting fraction per line and stop is 

defined as follows: 

{ Stop_ID   Line_ID   Arrival_Rate   Alighting_Fraction } 

Where: 

Arrival_Rate The expected number of arriving passengers per hour Double 

Alighting_Fraction The probability that a passenger on-board will alight Double, 

[0,1] 

Example: 

passenger_rates: 11 

format: 1 

{ 1   1   50   0.0 } 

{ 2   1   20   0.2 } 

{ 3   1   16   0.1 } 

… 
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It is also possible to define time-dependent passenger demand (format 10). Each passenger 

rate is defined as described above. In addition to this, however, a scaling factor must be 

defined. This scaling factor allows changing the demand level uniformly at each time period 

slice separately. Next, the number slices must also be stated followed by the demand rates 

and load time to the network (in seconds from the beginning of the simulation) for each 

slice. To clarify, here is an example: 

passenger_rates: 2 

format: 10 

scale: 1.0 

{ 1   1   50   0.0 } 

{ 2   1   20   0.2 } 

 

slices: 2 

passenger_rates: 1 

scale: 1.0 

loadtime: 900 

{ 2   1   30   0.5 } 

 

passenger_rates: 2 

scale: 1.5 

loadtime: 1800 

{ 1   1   42   0.0 } 

{ 2   1   30   0.8 } 
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 OD matrix in terms of stop per line (format 2) D.1.2

The definition of passenger demand has the following form (for each line): 

{ Line_ID  

{ Origin_Stop_ID1   Nr_consecutive_stops1  

   { Destination_Stop_ID1   Arrival_rate1 } 

   { Destination_Stop_ID2   Arrival_rate2 } 

   {        …               …    } 

{ Origin_Stop_ID2   Nr_consecutive_stops2 

   { Destination_Stop_ID1   Arrival_rate1 } 

   { Destination_Stop_ID2   Arrival_rate2 } 

   {        …                …    } 

… 

} 

Where: 

Nr_consecutive_stops Number of downstream stops on Line_ID that 

follows Origin_Stop_ID 

Integer 

Example: 

passenger_rates: 5 

format: 2 

{ 1  

{ 1   3 

   { 2   10 } 

   { 3   20 } 

   { 4   10 } 

} 

{ 2   2 

   { 3   10 } 

   { 4   10 } 

} 

{ 3   1 

   { 4   10 } 

} 

} 

… 

Note that here the passenger rates value (i.e., ‘passenger_rates: n’) actually refers to the 

number of bus-lines for which passenger demand is been given.  
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 OD matrix with passenger route choice (format 3) D.1.3

In the case of detailed passenger demand modelling with individual passenger path choice, 

only the demand between each OD pair has to be given: 

{ Origin_Stop_ID   Destination_Stop_ID   Arrival_Rate } 

Example: 

passenger_rates: 100 

format: 3 

{ 1   12   150 } 

{ 3    8    73 } 

…  
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E. Transit-related parameters 
The parameters file contains various parameters essential for the simulation model. The 

following sections consider only the three last blocks of parameters included in the file 

under the titles “transit_demand_parameters”, “transit_control_parameters” and 

“day2day_assignment”. Please see the Mezzo file format document for guidance regarding 

all other parameters included in the “parameters.dat” file. 

 Transit demand parameters 1.

The following parameters have to be listed (in the same order): 

demand_format Indicating the level of demand representation (has to be 

identical to the one given in ‘transit_demand.dat’, see section D 

for details). 

1 - demand is given in terms of arrival rates and 

alighting fractions 

2 - demand is given in terms of arrival rates per 

a pair of stops at the line level (no individual 

pass.) 

3 - demand is given in terms of arrival rate of 

individual passengers per OD (dynamic path 

choice) 

10 - format 1 with time-dependent demand slices 

Integer 

demand_scale Scaling passenger demand uniformly  Double 

 

Please note that with the exception of the first two parameters (described above) all the rest 

(described below) are required only in case of the third demand format (individual passenger 

modelling).   

choice_set_indicator Indicator for the choice-set generation processing 

step:  

0 - generate choice-sets 

1 - do not generate choice set and use an 

existing file named path_set_generation (same 

Integer 
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as output file, but move the number of paths to 

the top) 

pass_day_to_day_indicator Indicates whether day to day learning is used for 

passenger waiting time: 

0 – simulation will run for only one day 

1 – travel time will be remembered collectively by 

the whole OD-pair for all tried paths 

2 – all passengers remember their own travel 

time and nothing else 

Integer 

in_vehicle_d2d_indicator Same as pass_day_to_day_indicator but for in-

vehicle time 

Integer 

break_criterium Convergence criterium for stopping the day 

iteration.  

Double 

transfer_coefficient Transfer penalty in the utility function Double 

in_vehicle_time_coefficient In-vehicle time coefficient in the utility function Double 

waiting_time_coefficient Waiting time at stop coefficient in the utility 

function 

Double 

walking_time_coefficient Walking time coefficient in the utility function Double 

average_walking_speed Average walking speed in meters per minute Double 

max_nr_extra_transfers Maximum allowable number of transfers beyond 

the minimum required in order to carry on this 

journey 

(static filtering rule) 

Integer 

absolute_max_transfers The maximum allowable number of transfers 

regardless of the minimum number of transfers 

required 

Integer 

max_in_vehicle_time_ratio Maximum allowable ratio of in-vehicle time 

relatively to the minimum in-vehicle time 

required to carry on this journey  

(static filtering rule) 

Double 
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max_walking_distance Maximum total walking distance for a complete 

journey 

Double 

max_waiting_time Maximum allowed expected waiting time at stop 

for a bus (dynamic filtering rule) 

Double 

dominancy_perception_thr

eshold 

The minimal percentage of difference required 

for identifying dominance (e.g. 0 implies perfect 

differentiation, 0.5 requires 50% difference to 

recognize dominancy) 

(static filtering rule) 

Double 

choice_model Indicating the choice model used in passenger 

route choice:  

1 - MNL 

[other choice models are under construction] 

Integer 

real_time_info Indicates the level of real-time information 

available to passengers throughout the network:  

0 - no information 

1 - for all lines serving the specific stop  

2 - for all lines serving all connected (walkable) 

stops 

3 - the entire network 

4 - based on the stop-specific values 

Integer 

share_RTI_network A value between 0 and 1 which indicates the 

probability that a traveller will have 

instantaneous access to real-time information at 

the network level (e.g. smart phone penetration 

rate). 

Double, 

[0,1] 

start_pass_generation The simulation clock time to start generating 

passengers 

Double 

stop_pass_generation The simulation clock time to stop generating 

passengers 

Double 
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od_pairs_for_generation 0 – do not restrict choice-set generation to a 

subset of ODs 

1 – need to provide an additional input file called 

“ODpairs_pathset.dat” 

Binary 

gate_generation_time_diff The time difference between a transit service in 

gate nodes, and the time at which travellers are 

generated in that node. A gate is a lateral node 

associated with a specific transit line that lumps 

all stops outside the area of interested into one 

node (see also Section B.1). To minimize artificial 

waiting times, the traveller generation in gate 

nodes is based on the schedule; to allow for 

sufficient time for boarding, travellers are 

generated before the departure of transit 

services by the time specified in this parameter. 

Double 

 
Example: 

#transit_demand_parameters 

   demand_format= 1 

   demand_scale= 1.0 

OR  

#transit_demand_parameters 

   demand_format= 3 

   demand_scale= 1.0 

   choice_set_indicator= 0 

   pass_day_to_day_indicator= 0 

   in_vehicle_d2d_indicator= 0 

   break_criterium= 0.1 

   transfer_coefficient= -2.0 

   in_vehicle_time_coefficient= -0.25 

   waiting_time_coefficient= -0.5 

   walking_time_coefficient= -0.5 

   average_walking_speed= 4000.0 

   max_nr_extra_transfers= 1 
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   absolute_max_transfers= 3 

   max_in_vehicle_time_ratio= 2.5 

   max_walking_distance= 2500.0 

   max_waiting_time= 1800.0 

   dominancy_perception_threshold= 0.1 

   choice_model= 1 

   real_time_info= 3 

   share_RTI_network= 1 

   start_pass_generation= 1800.0  

   stop_pass_generation=  7200.0 

   od_pairs_for_generation= 0 

   gate_generation_time_diff = 120.0 
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 Transit control parameters 2.

The second block of transit-related parameters contains the weights for the calculation of an 

objective function that can be utilized by an external optimization procedure. Furthermore, 

this section contains parameters used for control to synchronize transfers between lines. 

riding_time_weight weight associated with total passenger-riding time Double 

dwell_time_weight weight associated with total passenger-dwell time Double 

waiting_time_weight weight associated with total passenger-waiting time Double 

holding_time_weight weight associated with total passenger-holding time Double 

compliance_rate share [0,1] of bus trips that comply with the control 

strategy (assigned per trip) 

Double 

transfer_sync  

 

1 - if we are using control to synchronize transfers 

between lines,  

0 - otherwise (default = 0) 

Note: if transfer_sync = 1 additional elements in the line 

definition are required (see section B.4.1 and section 

B.3.2) 

Binary 

 

Example: 

#transit_control_parameters 

   riding_time_weight= 1.0 

   dwell_time_weight= 1.0 

   waiting_time_weight= 2.0 

   holding_time_weight= 2.5 

   compliance_rate= 0.8 

   transfer_sync= 1 

   Real_time_occupancy_control_info= 1 
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 Day2Day assignment parameters 3.

The third and final block of transit-related parameters currently contains one parameter 

relating to day-to-day assignment. 

default_alpha_RTI Initial value of the real-time information credibility 

coefficient set for all travellers 

Double 

 Example: 

#day2day_assignment 

   default_alpha_RTI= 0.7 
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III. Output files 

Type of data Files 

Service performance metrics 1. transitlog_out.dat 

2. transitstop_sum.dat 

3. transitline_sum.dat 

Vehicle movements 4. transit_trajectory.dat 

5. trip_total_travel_time.dat 

Individual passenger choices* 6. passenger_boarding.dat 

7. passenger_alighting.dat 

8. passenger_connection.dat 

Individual passenger experiences* 9. passenger_waiting_experience.dat 

10. passenger_onboard_experience.dat 

Individuals’ path 11. selected_paths.dat 

12. passenger_trajectory 

OD and network-level assignment  13. passenger_welfare_summary 

ERROR! REFERENCE SOURCE NOT FOUND.. 

od_stops_summary.dat 

0. od_stop_summary_without_paths.dat 

Network loads 16. segment_trip_loads.dat 

17. segments_line_loads.dat 

 

*Note: these files can be outputted by BusMezzo but since they are only very seldom used in 
model applications, they are not included in the public version of the software. In case you 
are interested in generating them, just drop an email at o.cats@tudelft.nl and I will send you 
a version of the code that outputs them.

mailto:o.cats@tudelft.nl
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1. transitlog_out.dat 
General information about each single stop. 

{ line_ID   trip_ID   vehicle_ID   stop_ID   stop_name entering_time    

   sched_arr_time   dwell_time   lateness     exit_time    

    riding_time   riding_pass_time   time_since_arr   time_since_dep       

     nr_alighting   nr_boarding   occupancy   nr_waiting    

      total_waiting_time   holding_time } 

Where: 

line_ID The ID of the line (the normal line number) Integer 

trip_ID The ID of the trip (supply side) Integer 

vehicle_ID The ID of the vehicle Integer 

stop_ID The ID of the stop (supply side) Integer 

stop_name The name of the stop (as specified in the input file) String 

entering_time The actual entering (arrival) time Double 

sched_arr_time The scheduled arrival time Double 

dwell_time The dwell time Double 

Lateness The lateness measure with respect to arrival times at the stop Double 

exit_time The actual exit time from the stop Double 

riding_time The riding time between the departure from the previous stop 

and arrival at this stop 

Double 

riding_pass_time The riding passenger time Double 

time_since_arr Headway based on consecutive arrivals Double 

time_since_dep Headway based on consecutive departures Double 

nr_alighting The number of alighting passengers Integer 

nr_boarding The number of boarding passengers Integer 

Occupancy Number of passengers on board upon departure Integer 

nr_waiting Number of passengers that are left behind at the stop when the 

bus leaves the stop 

Integer 

total_waiting_time Total passenger-waiting time for all the passengers that have 

boarded this vehicle 

Double 
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holding_time Time for which the passenger is retained on board due to delays Double 

 

Example: 

{ 10   1001   1001   1003   Rinkeby 122.986   181   4.23905    

-58.0143 181   61.9857   0   0   181   0   0   0   0   0   53.7752 } 

 

{ 213   21308   1318   21307   Slussen 3949.31   4021   89    

-71.6912   4038.7   37.9   1023.4   295.7   317.7   9   102   120   
0   15081.7    

0 } 

… 
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2. transitstop_sum.dat 
Summary of all the information regarding each stop. 

{ stop_ID   stop_name   line_ID   stop_avg_headway   stop_avg_DT  

   stop_avg_abs_deviation   stop_avg_waiting_per_stop    

    stop_total_boarding   stop_sd_headway   stop_sd_DT    

     stop_on_time     stop_early   stop_late    

      total_stop_pass_riding_time     total_stop_pass_dwell_time    

       total_stop_pass_waiting_time   total_stop_pass_holding_time    

        stop_avg_holding_time   total_stop_travel_time_crowding } 

Where: 

stop_ID The ID of the stop (supply side) Integer 

stop_name The name of the stop (demand side) String 

line_ID The ID of the line (the normal line number) Integer 

stop_avg_headway Average headway at the stop (time since 

departure) 

Double 

stop_avg_DT Average Dwelling time at the stop Double 

stop_avg_abs_deviation Average of the absolute deviation of the 

lateness at the stop 

Double 

stop_avg_waiting_per_stop Average number of waiting passengers at the 

stop 

Double 

stop_total_boarding Total number that boarded at the stop Double 

stop_sd_headway Headway standard deviation at the stop Double 

stop_sd_DT Dwell time standard deviation at the stop Double 

stop_on_time Share of “on time” buses at the stop Double 

stop_early Share of “early” buses at the stops Double 

stop_late Share of “late” buses at the stops Double 

total_stop_pass_riding_time The total passenger riding time at the stop Double 

total_stop_pass_dwell_time The total passenger dwell time at the stop Double 

total_stop_pass_waiting_time The total passenger waiting time at the stop Double 

total_stop_pass_holding_time The total passenger holding time at the stop Double 

stop_avg_holding_time The average vehicle holding time at the stop Double 
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total_stop_travel_time_crowding The total passenger perceived in-vehicle time Double 

 

Example: 

{ 1001   Hjulsta   10   565.934   339.127   1558.97   149.545 

   256.636   424.435   580.887   0.409091   0   0.590909   0    

    7135660   1917670   -1.21577e-009   0   9135660.3 } 
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3. transitline_sum.dat 
Here we save all the summary measures for each line. 

{ line_ID   line_avg_headway   line_avg_DT   line_avg_abs_deviation 

   line_avg_waiting_per_stop   line_total_boarding   line_sd_headway 

    line_sd_DT   line_on_time   line_early   line_late    

     total_pass_riding_time   total_pass_dwell_time    

      total_pass_waiting_time   total_pass_holding_time    

       control_objective_function   total_travel_time_crowding } 

Where: 

line_ID The ID of the line (the normal line number) Integer 

line_avg_headway The average headway of the line Double 

line_avg_DT The average dwell time of the line Double 

line_avg_abs_deviation The absolute average deviation of the line Double 

line_avg_waiting_per_stop The average waiting time per stop Double 

line_total_boarding The total number of passengers boarding Double 

line_sd_headway Averaged over stops (and not the SD for the whole 

dataset) 

Double 

line_sd_DT Averaged over stops (and not the SD for the whole 

dataset) 

Double 

line_on_time Share of stops where the line was “on time” Double 

line_early Share of stops where the line was “early” Double 

line_late Share of stops where the line was “late” Double 

total_pass_riding_time The total passenger riding time Double 

total_pass_dwell_time The total passenger dwell time Double 

total_pass_waiting_time The total passenger waiting time Double 

total_pass_holding_time The total passenger holding time Double 

control_objective_function Weighted average of the above 4 parameters (totals) Double 

total_travel_time_crowding The total passenger perceived in-vehicle time Double 
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Example: 

{ 10   546.288   59.7771   1739.78   19.4643   353.182   463.238    

   84   0.224026   0.25974   0.516234   2698600   11544100   3084800    

    8103.8   20420500   18544100.8 } 

 

{ 11   544.26   101.882   1756.86   39.6548   476.524   542.611    

   105.275   0.142857   0.31746   0.539683   3.416330   14740200    

    3910980   1.95772e-009   25978500   24740200.5 } 
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4. transit_trajectory.dat 
This file contains the trajectory output for each bus vehicle (organized by stops); it is made 

to build the graphical time table of each single vehicle. 

{ line_ID  trip_ID  stop_ID  vehicle_ID  link_ID  entering_stop?  
time } 

Where: 

line_ID The ID of the line (the normal line number) Integer 

trip_ID The ID of the trip (supply side) Integer 

stop_ID The ID of the stop (supply side) Integer 

vehicle_ID The ID of the bus vehicle Integer 

link_ID The ID of the link (on the network) Integer 

entering_stop? 1 - record of when the bus is arriving 

0 - record of when the bus is departing 

Bool 

Time - If entering_stop is 1 this is the ARRIVAL time at the stop. 

- If entering_stop is 0 this is the DEPARTURE time from the stop. 

Double 

 

Example: 

{10   1001   1001   1001   3738   1   1.59286 } 

{10   1001   1001   1001   3738   0   5.83191 } 

{10   1001   1002   1001   3839   1   33.5319 } 

{10   1001   1002   1001   3839   0   61 } 

… 
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5. trip_total_travel_time.dat 
The total travel time for each single bus trip. 

{ trip_ID   total_travel_time } 

Where: 

trip_ID ID of the trip (supply side) Integer 

total_travel_time Total travel time Double 

 

Example: 

{ 12207   1593.26 } 

{ 12210   1413.26 } 

… 
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6. passenger_boarding.dat 
Container object holding output data for passenger boarding decisions. 

{ pass_ID   original_origin   destination_stop   line_ID   trip_ID    

   stop_ID   time   generation_time   boarding_probability    

    boarding   u_boarding   u_staying } 

Where: 

pass_ID The passenger ID Integer 

original_origin The stop of departure Integer 

destination_stop The final destination Integer 

line_ID The ID of the line (the normal line number) Integer 

trip_ID The ID of the trip (supply side) Integer 

stop_ID The current stop ID Integer 

time The boarding time of the specific passenger Double 

generation_time Time when the passenger is generated Double 

boarding_probability Probability of boarding (if the arriving bus is a possible first 

leg for this path alternative) 

Double 

boarding If it is boarding or not Bool 

u_boarding Boarding Utility Double 

u_staying Staying Utility Double 

 

Example: 

{ 5   1   4   1   103   1   2150   1883.96   0.815025    

   1   -0.729792   -2.21279 } 

 

{ 6   1   4   1   103   1   2150   1946.65   0.77791    

   1   -0.846685   -2.10021 } 

 

{ 7   1   4   1   103   1   2150   1953.6   0.691046    

   1   -1.05492   -1.85993 } 

… 
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7. passenger_alighting.dat 
All the passenger information regarding the alighting decisions. 

{ pass_ID   original_origin   destination_stop   line_ID   trip_ID    

   stop_ID   time   generation_time   chosen_alighting_stop 

      { possible_alighting_stop   u_staying   alighting_MNL } 

      { … } 

} 

… 

Where: 

pass_ID The passenger ID Integer 

original_origin The stop of departure Integer 

destination_stop The final destination Integer 

line_ID The ID of the line (the normal line number) Integer 

trip_ID The ID of the trip (supply side) Integer 

stop_ID The ID of the stop (supply side) Integer 

time Time of alighting Double 

generation_time Time when the passenger is generated Double 

chosen_alighting_stop Stop where the passenger decide to alight Integer 

possible_alighting_stop ID of every stop for which the passenger decided 

whether or not to alight 

Integer 

u_staying Utility of staying Double 

alighting_MNL Alighting probability Double 

Example: 

{ 148774   1301   430   13   1321   1301   7131.3   6806.91   1305 

   { 1305   -0.702684   0.394912 } 

   { 1306   -1.17861   0.245362 } 

   { 1307   -0.796003   0.359726 } 

   { … } 

} 

… 
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8. passenger_connection.dat 

{ pass_ID   origin_ID   destination_ID   stop_ID   time     

   generation_time   chosen_connection_stop  

     { possible_connection_stop   u_connect   connecting_MNL } 

     { … } 

} 

Where: 

pass_ID ID of the passenger Integer 

origin_ID departure stop Integer 

destination_ID final destination Integer 

stop_ID the stop at which the connection decision was made Integer 

time time when making connection Double 

generation_time time when the passenger is generated Double 

chosen_connection_stop stop for which the passenger decided to connect Integer 

possible_connection_stop ID of stop for which the passenger made a connection 

decision 

Integer 

u_connect Utility associated with possible_connection_stop Double 

connecting_MNL Probability associated with possible_connection_stop Double 

 

Example: 

{ 3   1   4   1   2002.52   2002.52   1   1   -1.2231   1 } 

{ 4   1   4   1   2043.39   2043.39   1   1   -0.741639   1 }  

{ 5   1   4   1   2049.4   2049.4   1   1   -0.807594   1 } 

{ 6   1   4   1   2056.94   2056.94   1   1   -0.71298   1 } 
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9. passenger_waiting_experience.dat 

{ pass_ID   origin_stop_ID   destination_stop_ID   line_ID   trip_ID    

   stop_ID   boarding_time   generation_time   expected_WT_PK    

    RTI_level_available   projected_WT_RTI   experienced_WT       

    anticipated_WT  nr_missed } 

Where: 

pass_id The ID of the passenger Integer 

origin_stop_ID The ID of the origin Integer 

destination_stop_ID The ID of the destination Integer 

line_ID The ID of the line Integer 

trip_ID The ID of the trip Integer 

stop_ID The ID of the stop Integer 

boarding_time Passenger boarding time Double 

generation_time Passenger generation time Double 

expected_WT_PK Expected waiting time based on prior knowledge (timetable) Double 

RTI_level_available Does the passenger have RTI concerning waiting time 

available when making this decision? 

Binary 

projected_WT_RTI Expected waiting time based on the RTI provisioned upon 

arrival at the stop 

Double 

experienced_WT Expected waiting time based on past experience Double 

anticipated_WT Anticipated waiting time based on the weighted average of 

information sources and credibility coefficients 

Double 

nr_missed Number of buses missed by passenger due to overcrowding Integer 

Example: 

{ 1   1   4   1   103   1   2150   1959   180   0   180   191.002    

   0   0 }    

{ 2   1   4   1   103   1   2150   1964.33   180   0   180   185.67    

   0   0 }    

{ 3   1   4   1   103   1   2150   2002.52   180   0   120   147.476    

   0   0 }    

{ 4   1   4   2   203   1   2150   2043.39   180   0   120   106.605    

   0   0 }    
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10. passenger_onboard_experience.dat 

{ pass_ID   origin_ID   destination_ID   line_ID   trip_ID   stop_ID    

   leg_ID   expected_IVT   experienced_IVT       

    experienced_IVT_crowding} 

Where: 

pass_ID ID of the passenger Integer 

origin_ID departure stop Integer 

destination_ID final destination Integer 

line_ID ID of line Integer 

trip_ID ID of trip Integer 

stop_ID ID of stop Integer 

leg_ID ID of leg Integer 

expected_IVT expected in-vehicle time Double 

experienced_IVT experienced in-vehicle time (nominal) Double 

experienced_IVT_crowding experienced in-vehicle time (weighted with 

crowding multiplier) 

Double 

Example: 

{ 1   1   4   1   103   1   4   1500   1501.1   0.95 } 

{ 2   1   4   1   103   1   4   1500   1501.1   0.95 } 

{ 3   1   4   1   103   1   4   1500   1501.1   0.95 } 

{ 4   1   4   2   203   1   2   420   422.1   0.95 } 
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11. selected_paths.dat 
All the travel information regarding each single passenger is stored here. The data in this 

output file are totals aggregated on a passenger level. 

{ passenger_ID   origin_ID  origin_name destination_ID    

destination_name start_time nr_transfers 

total_walking_time   total_waiting_time 

     total_waiting_time_due_to_denied_boarding   total_IVT    

      total_IVT_crowding   end_time  

{list_of_stops} 

{list_of_trips} 

} 

… 

Where: 

passenger_ID The passenger ID Integer 

origin_ID ID of the original origin Integer 

start_stop_name Name of the upstream stop String 

destination_ID ID of the final destination Integer 

end_stop_name Name of the downstream stop String 

start_time Departure time of the passenger Double 

nr_transfers Number of transfers performed by the traveller Integer 

total_walking_time Total (nominal) walking time throughout the 

passenger trip 

Double 

total_waiting_time Total (nominal) waiting time throughout the 

passenger trip 

Double 

total_waiting_time_due_ 

to_denied_boarding 

Total (nominal) waiting time throughout the 

passenger trip which was caused by the impossibility 

to execute a positive boarding decisions due to 

capacity constraints 

Double 

total_IVT Total (nominal) in-vehicle time throughout the 

passenger trip 

Double 

total_IVT_crowding Total (weighted) in-vehicle time throughout the Double 
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passenger trip using Wardman and Whelan meta-

study in-vehicle multipliers 

end_time  Arrival time of the passenger Double 

list_of_stops All the stops of the chosen path {Integer} 

list_of_trips All the trips of the chosen path {Integer} 

 

Example: 

{ 1   1307  Slussen  312  Tegelbacken  2330.61  0 0   16.6662   0 

   734.367   1255.77    3081.64 {1307   309   312   312 } { 25305 } 

} 
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12. passenger_trajectory.dat 
Time and location stamps for each single passenger, allowing to reconstruct passenger 

trajectory.  

passenger_ID  { stop1_time stop2_time ...} 

{ stop1_id stop2_id ...  } 

… 

Where: 

passenger_ID The passenger ID Integer 

stop_time Time stamps of all arriving and boarding times Double 

stop_ID ID of stops along passenger trajectory Integer 

*Note that this implies that stops at which the passenger does not board are recorded once 

(with arrival time) whereas stops at which the passenger boards a transit service are 

recorded twice (arrival time and boarding time) 

 

Example: 

41280 { 10380 10380 10402.1 12832.7 12832.7}
 { 5120 25120 25120 25102 5102
 } 

41281 { 6576.24 6576.24 7024.35 7496.99 7496.99
 7553.06 9593.67 9593.67 } {5015 25015
 25015 25011 25011 25011 25102 5102
 }  
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13. passenger_welfare_summary.dat 
High-level summary of the assignment results in terms of generalized travel costs (to ease 

scenario comparison) 

{ total_GTC   avg_GTC_per_pass nr_pass_completed   } 

Where: 

total_GTC    total generalized travel cost for all passengers* Double 

avg_GTC_per_pass average generalized travel cost per passenger* Double 

nr_pass_completed number of passengers who completed the trip Integer 

* Calculated using the user-specified values for walking, waiting, in-vehicle and transfers (see 
Transit Demand Parameters under E.1). Values for denied boarding (3.5 times waiting time) 
and the in-vehicle crowding multiplier are embedded in the software. For details, see Section 
4.4 in:  

Cats O., West J. and Eliasson J. (2016). A Dynamic Stochastic Model for Evaluating 
Congestion and Crowding Effects in Transit Systems. Transportation Research Part B, 89, 43-
57. 

 
Example: 

Total generalized travel cost: -2.10296e+06 

Average generalized travel cost per passenger: -49.9148 

Number of completed passenger journeys: 42131 
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14. od_stops_summary.dat 
Information regarding passenger outcomes for each OD stop pair with non-zero demand. 

{ origin_stop_ID   destination_stop_ID   nr_pass_completed   avg_tt    

   avg_nr_boardings    

    nr_paths { path1_stopID1 path1_stopID2 …  

               path2_stopID1 path2_stopID2      

                … 

               nr_boardings   avg_path_tt } 

{ … } 

} 

… 

Where: 

origin_stop_ID ID of the origin Integer 

destination_stop_ID ID of the destination Integer 

nr_pass_completed number of passengers who completed the trip Integer 

avg_tt average total travel time Double 

avg_nr_boardings average number of boardings Double 

nr_paths number of available paths Integer 

path_stops list of the stops in each path Integer 

nr_boardings number of boardings for the specific path Integer 

avg_path_tt average travel time for each available path Double 

 

Example:  

5125 5126 282 224.96 1 1  

{ 5125 5125 5126 5126 } 282 

224.96 

5124 5126 669 283.37 1 1  

{ 5124 5124 5126 5126 } 669 

283.37 
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15. od_stop_summary_without_paths.dat 
Simplified version of od_stops_summary (see section ERROR! REFERENCE SOURCE NOT FOUND.) 

by excluding path data. 

{ origin_stop_ID origin_stop_name destination_stop_ID 

destination_stop_name nr_pass_completed   avg_tt    

    avg_nr_boardings 

} 

… 

Where: 

origin_stop_ID The ID of the origin Integer 

origin_stop_name Name of passenger origin stop String 

destination_stop_ID The ID of the destination Integer 

destination_stop_name Name of passenger destination stop String 

nr_pass_completed Number of passengers who completed the trip Integer 

avg_tt Average Total travel time Double 

avg_nr_boardings Average number of boardings per passenger Double 

 

Example: 

{1   4   110   1607.03   1.27273 } 

… 
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16. segments_trip_loads.dat 
Here we have the load on each vehicle and for each segment. 

{ line_ID   trip_ID   vehicle_ID   start_stop_ID start_stop_name 

end_stop_ID end_stop_name    segment_load } 

Where: 

line_ID ID of the line (the normal line number) Integer 

trip_ID ID of the trip (supply side) Integer 

vehicle_ID ID of the vehicle Integer 

start_stop_ID Initial stop of the segment Integer 

start_stop_name Name of the upstream stop String 

end_stop_ID End stop of the segment Integer 

end_stop_name Name of the downstream stop String 

segment_load Passenger load between trip segments Integer 

 

Example: 

{ 2133   21   3   2116   SVEAVaGEN 2115 HoTORGET  86 } 

{ 2133   21   4   2115   HoTORGET  2114 CITYTERMINALEN 77 } 

{ 2133   21   20  2114   CITYTERMINALEN 2113   KUNGSBROPLAN  80 } 

… 
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17. segments_line_loads.dat 
Here we store the load on each line and for each single section. 

{ line_ID   start_stop_ID   start_stop_name end_stop_ID  

end_stop_name passenger_load } 

… 

Where: 

line_ID The ID of the line (the normal line number) Integer 

start_stop_ID Initial stop of the segment Integer 

start_stop_name Name of the upstream stop String 

end_stop_ID End stop of the segment Integer 

end_stop_name Name of the downstream stop String 

passenger_load Number of passenger boarded Integer 

 

Example: 

{   10   1001  Hjulsta  1002 Tensta  5646 } 

{   10   1002  Tensta  1003   Rinkeby 5646 } 

… 


